
AMAZING 

DRONE 

LIGHT 

SHOWS



▪ CollMot is a pioneer of high-tech

drone entertainment supported by

artificial intelligence

▪ A unique combination of art and

technology brings stars to life in

our breath taking performances

▪ images and animations are

visualized in the sky by dazzling

light and pyro effects

choreographed to music

▪ shows presented by our intelligent

drone fleet impressed millions,

including the british royal family

An innovative form of entertainment



▪ A Memorable audiovisual

experience for all audiences 

▪ Tell your story! – A new means 

of branding and communication

▪ Tailored images, animations, 

messages

▪ At grand outdoor events

•National holiday celebrations

•Festivals, concerts

•Opening ceremonies of events

•Conferences & Exhibitions

•Corporate celebrations

•Private VIP events

YOUR SKY IS OUR CANVAS



Multi-drone formations

a sparkling drone fleet

performs a routine of

colourful shapes and

creative animations in the

sky.

Christmas Show for Pitch@Palace and the Royal Family at Buckingham Palace, UK

Please click for library

Please click for video

https://cloud.collmot.com/s/jjX1THtWKSxIKsu
https://collmot.com/our-shows/christmas-drone-show-at-buckingham-palace


3d animated sculptures

Artistic 3D animated

sculptures capture life-

like movements of

figures, such as animals

or people in motion.

Saint Stephen’s Day, National Day 

of Hungary
Please click for library

Please click for video

https://cloud.collmot.com/s/rsf5GPK36VVrwA1
https://collmot.com/our-shows/st-stephens-day-2018


Drone-launched fireworks

H.C. Andersen Festivals, Denmark

Our speciality is an

unexpected, eye-catching

twist of dynamic pyro

effects launched from

air-borne drones.

Please click for video

Please click for library

https://collmot.com/our-shows/sunshine-freedom-and-a-little-flower
https://cloud.collmot.com/s/B03CIDoOQEfQphM


Drone light paintings

https://collmot.com/

drones turn into a

‘painter’s brush’ to

deliver detailed images

and text messages.

the giant sky paintings

are made visible via long-

exposure photos,

projection screens etc.

Please click for library

https://cloud.collmot.com/s/vsm55j0imIbHUKK


Key 

features

Click for references

our best

shows

Shanghai, CHINA

London, UK

Budapest, HUNGARY

Odense, DENMARK

Kaohsiung city, TAIWAN

Stuttgart, GERMANY 

▪ 8-10 minute outdoor 

performances

▪ enhanced Safety protocols

supported by Collective AI

▪ Custom tailored and 

turnkey productions

▪ branded visuals –

thematic content display

Please click for website

https://collmot.com/our-shows
https://collmot.com/
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